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Abstract
We address the problem of retrieving a specific moment from an untrimmed video by a query sentence. This is a challenging problem because a target moment may take place in relations to other temporal moments in the untrimmed video. Existing methods cannot tackle this challenge well since they consider temporal moments individually and neglect the temporal dependencies. In this paper, we model the temporal relations between video moments by a two-dimensional map, where one dimension indicates the starting time of a moment and the other indicates the end time. This 2D temporal map can cover diverse video moments with different lengths, while representing their adjacent relations. Based on the 2D map, we propose a Temporal Adjacent Network (2D-TAN), a single-shot framework for moment localization. It is capable of encoding the adjacent temporal relation, while learning discriminative features for matching video moments with referring expressions. We evaluate the proposed 2D-TAN on three challenging benchmarks, i.e., Charades-STA, ActivityNet Captions, and TACoS, where our 2D-TAN outperforms the state-of-the-art.

Introduction
Temporal localization is a fundamental problem of video understanding in computer vision. Several related tasks are proposed for different scenarios, such as temporal action localization (Zhao et al. 2017), anomaly detection (Hasan et al. 2016), video summarization (Song et al. 2015; Chu, Song, and Jaimes 2015), and moment localization with natural language (Gao et al. 2017; Hendricks et al. 2017). Among them, moment localization with natural language is the most challenging due to its flexibility and complexity of moment description. This task is introduced recently by Gao et al. and Hendricks et al. (Hendricks et al. 2017; Gao et al. 2017). It aims to retrieve a temporary segment from an untrimmed video, as queried by a given natural language sentence. For example, given a query “a guy is playing the saxophone” and a paired video, the task is to localize the best matching moment described by the query, as shown in Figure. 1(Query A). Video moment localization with natural language has a wide range of applications, such as video question answering (Lei et al. 2018), video content retrieval (Shao et al. 2018), as well as video storytelling (Gella, Lewis, and Rohrbach 2018).

Most of the current language-queried moment localization models follow a two-step pipeline (Gao et al. 2017; Hendricks et al. 2017; Ge et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2018b; Song and Han 2018). Moment candidates are first selected from the input video with sliding windows. Each moment
candidate is then matched with the query sentence to determine whether it is the target moment. This pipeline considers different moment candidates separately, thus neglecting their temporal dependencies. Therefore, it is difficult for current methods to model an moment that occurs in relation to other moments and predict the precise time boundary of the moment. For example, as shown in Figure 1 (Query C), it targets to localize the query “the guy plays the saxophone again” in the video. If the model only watches the temporal moments from the latter parts of the video, it cannot localize the described moment precisely. Moreover, as shown in Figure 1 (Query B), there are many temporal moments overlapping with the target moment (the visualized lines). These moments are related in visual content, but depict different semantics. It is difficult for previous methods to distinguish these visually similar moments since they process each momentcandidate separately.

To address these problems, we propose a novel 2D Temporal Adjacent Networks (2D-TAN). The core idea is to localize the target moment on a two-dimensional temporal map, as presented in Figure 1. Specifically, the \((i, j)\)-th location on the 2D temporal map represents a candidate moment from the time \(i\tau\) to \((j + 1)\tau\). This kind of 2D temporal map covers diverse video moments with different lengths, while representing their adjacent relations. In this fashion, 2D-TAN can perceive more moment context information when predicting whether a moment is related to other temporal segments. On the other hand, the adjacent moments in the map have content overlap but may depict different semantics. Considering them as a whole, 2D-TAN is able to learn discriminative features to distinguish them.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

- We introduce a novel two-dimensional temporal map for modeling the temporal adjacent relations of video moments. Compared to previous methods, 2D temporal map enables the model to perceive more video context information and learn discriminative features to distinguish the moments with complex semantics.

- We propose a 2D Temporal Adjacent Network, i.e., 2D-TAN, for moment localization with natural language. Without any pre- or post-processing, 2D-TAN directly achieves competitive performance in comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on three benchmark datasets.¹

Related Work

Temporal localization in untrimmed videos includes two major subfields: temporal action localization and moment localization with natural language. Temporal action localization aims to predict the start and end time and the label of the activity instance in untrimmed videos. The representative frameworks includes the two-stage temporal detection methods (Zhao et al. 2017) and the one-stage single shot methods (Lin, Zhao, and Shou 2017). This task is limited to pre-defined simple actions and cannot handle complex activities in the real world. Therefore, moment localization with natural language (Gao et al. 2017; Hendricks et al. 2017) is introduced recently to tackle this problem.

Localizing moments in videos by referring expressions is a challenging task. It not only needs to understand video content, but also requires to align the semantics between video and language. For visual content understanding, several methods introduce local and global context in feature integration. Meanwhile, for video and language cross-modality alignment, existing methods exploit attention mechanism and RNN-based alignment. In the following, we discuss related methods from these two aspects.

Visual Content Understanding. Context information is effective in visual content modeling. Existing methods integrate temporal context in two ways. One way is to use the whole video as the global context. Specifically, Hendricks et al. (Hendricks et al. 2017) concatenate each moment feature with the global video feature (Hendricks et al. 2017) as the moment representation. Wang et al. concatenate the semantic feature with the global video feature (Wang, Huang, and Wang 2019). Another way is to use the surrounding clips as the local context for a moment. Gao et al., Liu et al., Song et al. and Ge et al. concatenate the moment feature with clip features before and after the current clip as its representation (Gao et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018b; Song and Han 2018; Ge et al. 2019). Since these methods model the context with a one-dimension sliding window, the moments longer than the window would be ignored. Also, the long-range temporal dependencies across multiple windows would not be observed. In contrast, our sampling strategy selects candidates from the entire input video, instead of a series of windows. This design enables segments with arbitrary lengths can be selected as candidates, which enables the model to perceive more context information and learn discriminative features. Moreover, previous methods explore context information only on the visual feature, while ours models the context on the fused features of video and language.

Video and Language Cross-Modality Alignment. There are two methods for modeling video and language alignment: attention mechanism and sequential modeling. For attention mechanism, the key idea is to align relevant visual features with the query text description by an attention module (Vaswani et al. 2017). Hendricks et al. and Zhang et al. apply a hard attention on moment features based on the sentence feature (Hendricks et al. 2018; Zhang, Su, and Luo 2019), while Liu et al. and Xu et al. use a soft attention (Liu et al. 2018a; Xu et al. 2019). Moreover, the visual-textual co-attention module is utilized to model the interaction between video and language (Liu et al. 2018c; Song and Han 2018; Jiang et al. 2019; Yuan, Mei, and Zhu 2019). Instead of using the complex attention modules, our proposed 2D-TAN model only adopts a simple multiplication operation for visual and language feature fusion.

For sequential modeling, the main idea is to align video with language by a recurrent neural network (RNN). The pioneering work is proposed by Chen et al., who design a recurrent module to temporally capture the evolving fine-grained frame-by-word interactions between video and sentence (Chen et al. 2018). Zhang et al. propose to apply a bidirectional GRU to align the features between video and

¹Our source code and model are available at https://github.com/microsoft/2D-TAN.
language (Zhang et al. 2019b). In contrast to these RNN-based methods where context information is gradually aggregated from clip representations, our proposed method explicitly models the context from moment representations via a 2D convolution network.

**Our Approach**

In this section, we first introduce the basic formation of moment localization with natural language. Then, we propose the 2D Temporal Adjacent Network method. It consists of three steps: language representation, video representation, and moment localization. Figure 2 shows the framework of the proposed 2D-TAN approach.

**Problem Formulation**

Given an untrimmed video $V$ and a sentence $S$ as a query, our task aims to retrieve the best matching temporal segment, i.e. the moment $M$, as specified by the query. More specifically, we denote the query sentence as $S = \{s_i\}_{i=0}^{l_S-1}$, where $s_i$ represents a word among the sentence, and $l_S$ is the total number of words. The input video stream is a frame sequence, i.e. $V = \{x_i\}_{i=0}^{l_V-1}$, where $x_i$ represents a frame in a video and $l_V$ is the total number of frames. The retrieved moment starting from frame $x_a$ to $x_b$ delivers the same semantic meaning as the input sentence $S$.

**Language Representation via Sequential Embedding**

We first extract the feature of an input query sentence. For each word $s_i$ in the input sentence $S$, we generate its embedding vector $w_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d_S}$ by the GloVe word2vec model (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014), where $d_S$ is the vector length. Then, we sequentially feed the word embeddings $\{w_i\}_{i=0}^{l_S-1}$ into a three-layer bidirectional LSTM network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997), and use its last hidden state as the feature representation of the input sentence, i.e. $f^S \in \mathbb{R}^{d_f}$. The extracted feature encodes the language structure of the query sentence, thus describe the moment of interest.

**Video Representation via 2D Temporal Feature Map**

This section extracts the features of the input video stream, and encodes the features into a two-dimensional temporal feature map. For an input video stream, we first segment it into small video clips. Each video clip $v_i$ consists of $T$ frames. Then, we perform a fixed-interval sampling over the video clips, and obtain $N$ videos clips, denoted as $V = \{v_i\}_{i=0}^{N-1}$. For each sampled video clip, we extract its feature using a pre-trained CNN model (see Experiment section for details). To get a more compact representation, we pass the extracted feature through a fully-connected layer with $d_V$ output channels. The final representation of a sampled video clip is represented as $f^V \in \mathbb{R}^{d^V}$, where $d^V$ is the feature dimension.

The sampled $N$ video clips serve as the basic elements for moment candidate construction. Thus, we build up the feature map of moment candidates by the video clip features $\{f^V_i\}_{i=0}^{N-1}$. Previous works extract moment features from clip features in two ways: pooling (Hendricks et al. 2017) or stacked convolution (Zhang et al. 2019a). In this work, we follow the pooling design. For each moment candidate, we max-pool the corresponding clip features across a specific time span, and obtain its feature $f^M_{a:b} = \text{maxpool}(f^V_{a}, f^V_{a+1}, ..., f^V_{b})$, where $a$ and $b$ represent the indexes of start and end video clips, and $0 \leq a \leq b \leq N - 1$. Long-time moment candidates are pooled over serveral consecutive clips, while short-time ones are pooled over few clips. As a result, the features of moment candidates are constructed. In addition, the alternative solution, i.e. stacked convolution, is also compared in our experiments.

Different from previous methods which directly operate
on an individual video moment, we restructure the whole sampled moments to a 2D temporal feature map, denoted as $F^M \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times \tau \times d^V}$. The 2D temporal feature map $F^M$ consists of three dimensions: the first two dimensions $N$ represent the start and end clip indexes respectively, while the third one $d^V$ indicates the feature dimension. The feature of a moment starting from clip $v_a$ to $v_b$ is located at $F^M[a, b, :]$ on the feature map, where $F^M[a, b, :] = f_{a,b}$. Noted that, the moment’s start and end clip indexes $a$ and $b$ should satisfy $a \leq b$. Therefore, on the 2D temporal feature map, all the moment candidates locating at the region of $a > b$ are invalid, i.e. the lower triangular part of the map, as shown in Figure 1 and 3. The values in this region are padded with zeros in implementation.

The previous three steps introduce the feature extraction of moments, but do not specify how to select possible moments as candidates. One simple way is to enumerate all the possible consecutive video clips as candidates. However, this strategy will bring much computational cost to subsequent moment-sentence matching and retrieval. Therefore, we propose a sparse sampling strategy, as shown in Figure 3. The key idea is to remove the redundant moments which have large overlaps with the selected candidates.

Specifically, we densely sample moments of short duration, and gradually increase the sampling interval when the moment duration becomes long. In more details, when the number of sampled clips is small, i.e. $N \leq 16$, we enumerate all possible moments as candidates. When $N$ becomes large, i.e. $N > 16$, a moment starting from clip $v_a$ to $v_b$ is selected as the candidate when satisfying the following condition $G(a, b)$:

$$G(a, b) \leftarrow (a \mod s=0) \&\& ((b - s') \mod s=0), \quad (1)$$

where $a$ and $b$ are the indexes of clips, $s$ and $s'$ are defined as:

$$s = 2^{k-1},$$

$$s' = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } k = 1, \\
2^{k+2} - 1 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \quad (2)$$

Here, $k = \lfloor \log_2(\frac{b-a+1}{s}) \rfloor$, and $\lfloor \cdot \rfloor$ is the ceil function. If $G(a, b) = 1$, the moment is selected as the candidate, otherwise, it is not selected. This sampling strategy can largely reduce the number of moment candidates, as well as the computational cost.

**Moment Localization via 2D Temporal Adjacent Network**

When both the language and video feature representations are ready, we predict the best matching moment queried by the sentence from all candidates. It mainly includes three continuous processes: multi-modal fusion, context modeling and score prediction.

We first fuse the 2D temporal feature map $F^M$ with the encoded sentence feature $f^S$. Specifically, we project these two cross-domain features into an unified subspace by fully-connected layers, and then fuse them through Hadamard product and $\ell_2$ normalization as

$$F = \| (w^S \cdot f^S \cdot \mathbf{1}^T) \odot (W^M \cdot F^M) \|_F, \quad (3)$$

where $w^S$ and $W^M$ represents the learnt parameters of the fully connected layers, $\mathbf{1}^T$ is the transpose of an all-ones vector, $\odot$ is Hadamard product, and $\| \cdot \|_F$ denotes Frobenius normalization. We further build up the Temporal Adjacent Network over the fused 2D feature map $F$. The network architecture is simple, and only consists of $L$ convolutional layers with kernel size of $K$. The output of the network keeps the same shape as the input fused feature map through zero padding. This design enables the model to gradually perceive more context of adjacent moment candidates, while learn the difference between moment candidates. Moreover, the receptive filed of the network is large, thus it can observe the whole content of whole video and sentence, resulting in learning the temporal dependencies. It is worth noting that, within the 2D fused feature map, there are zero-padding regions. When performing convolutions over these regions, we only calculate the values on the valid location. In other words, zero-padding features are not taken into calculation.

Finally, we predict the matching scores of moment candidates with the given sentence on the 2D temporal map. The output feature of temporal adjacent network goes through a fully connected layer and a sigmoid function, then generates a 2D score map. According to the candidate indicator $G(a, b)$ in Equation (1), all the valid scores on the map are then collected, denoted as $P = \{p_i\}_{i=1}^{C}$, where $C$ is the total number of moment candidates. Each value $p_i$ on the map represents the matching score between a moment candidate with the queried sentence. The maximum value indicates the best matching moment.

**Loss Function**

During the training of our 2D-TAN, we adopt a scaled IoU value as the supervision signal, rather than a hard binary
score. Specifically, for each moment candidate, we compute its $IoU_i$ with the ground truth moment. The $IoU$ score $o_i$ is then scaled by two thresholds $t_{\text{min}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ as

$$y_i = \begin{cases} 0 & o_i \leq t_{\text{min}}, \\ \frac{o_i - t_{\text{min}}}{t_{\text{max}} - t_{\text{min}}} & t_{\text{min}} < o_i < t_{\text{max}}, \\ 1 & o_i \geq t_{\text{max}}, \end{cases}$$

(4)

and $y_i$ serves as the supervision label. Our network is trained by a binary cross entropy loss as

$$Loss = \frac{1}{C} \sum_{i=1}^{C} y_i \log p_i + (1 - y_i) \log(1 - p_i),$$

(5)

where $p_i$ is the output score of a moment and $C$ is the total number of valid candidates.

### Experiment

We evaluate the proposed 2D-TAN approach on three public large-scale datasets: Charades-STA (Sigurdsson et al. 2016), ActivityNet Captions (Krishna et al. 2017) and TACoS (Regneri et al. 2013). In this section, we first introduce these datasets and our implementation details, and then compare the performance of 2D-TAN with other state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, we investigate the impact of different components via a set of ablation studies.

### Dataset

**Charades-STA.** It contains 9,848 videos of daily indoors activities. It is originally designed for action recognition and localization. Gao et al. (Gao et al. 2017) extend the temporal annotation (i.e. labeling the start and end time of moments) of this dataset with language descriptions and name it as Charades-STA. Charades-STA contains 12,408 moment-sentence pairs in training set and 3,720 pairs in testing set.

**ActivityNet Captions.** It consists of 19,209 videos, whose content are diverse and open. It is originally designed for video captioning task, and recently introduced into the task of moment localization with natural language, since these two tasks are reversible (Chen et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019b). Following the experimental setting in (Zhang et al. 2019b), we use val.1 as validation set and val.2 as testing set, which have 37,417, 17,505, and 17,031 moment-sentence pairs for training, validation, and testing, respectively. Currently, this is the largest dataset in this task.

**TACoS.** It consists of 127 videos selected from the MPII Cooking Composite Activities video corpus (Rohrbach et al. 2012), which contains different activities happened in kitchen room. Regneri et al. extends the sentence descriptions by crowd-sourcing. A standard split (Gao et al. 2017) consists of 10,146, 4,589, and 4,083 moment-sentence pairs for training, validation and testing, respectively.

### Experimental Settings

**Evaluation Metric.** Following the setting as previous work (Gao et al. 2017), we evaluate our model by computing $\text{Rank n}@m$. It is defined as the percentage of language queries having at least one correct moment retrieval in the top-$n$ retrieved moments. A retrieved moment is correct when its $IoU$ with the ground truth moment is larger than $m$. There are specific settings of $n$ and $m$ for different datasets. Specifically, we report the results as $n \in \{1, 5\}$ with $m \in \{0.5, 0.7\}$ for Charades-STA dataset, $n \in \{1, 5\}$ with $m \in \{0.3, 0.5, 0.7\}$ for ActivityNet Captions dataset, and $n \in \{1, 5\}$ with $m \in \{0.1, 0.3, 0.5\}$ for TACoS dataset.

**Implementation Details.** We use Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) with learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-4}$ and batch size of 32 for optimization. A three layer LSTM is used for language encoding. The size of all hidden states (i.e. $d_s$, $d_v$ and $d_o$) in the model is set to 512. For a fair comparison, we adopt the same visual features as previous work (Zhang et al. 2019a; 2019b), i.e., VGG feature (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) for Charades, and C3D (Tran et al. 2015) feature for ActivityNet Captions and TACoS. The number of frames in a clip $T$ is set to 4 for Charades-STA, and 16 for ActivityNet Captions and TACoS. On TACoS, the overlapping between neighboring clips is set to 0.8, while on Charades-STA and ActivityNet, the overlapping is set to 0, i.e. no overlapping. The number of sampled clips $N$ is set to 16 for Charades-STA, 64 for ActivityNet Captions, and 128 for TACoS. Non maximum suppression (NMS) with a threshold of 0.5 is applied during the inference. For 2D-TAN network architecture, we adopt an 8-layer convolution network with kernel size of 5 for Charades-STA and TACoS (i.e. $L=8$ and $K=5$), and a 4-layer convolution network with kernel size of 9 for ActivityNet Captions (i.e. $L=4$ and $K=9$). The scaling thresholds $t_{\text{min}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ are set to 0.5 and 1.0 for Charades-STA and ActivityNet Captions, and 0.3 and 0.7 for TACoS.

**Comparison to State-of-the-Art Methods**

We evaluate the proposed 2D-TAN approach on three benchmark datasets, and compare it with recently proposed state-of-the-art methods, including:

- sliding window based methods: MCN (Hendricks et al. 2017), CTRL (Gao et al. 2017), ACRN (Liu et al. 2018b), ACL-K (Ge et al. 2019) and VAL (Song and Han 2018),
- RNN-based methods: TGN (Chen et al. 2018) and CMIN (Zhang et al. 2019b),
- GCN-based method: MAN (Zhang et al. 2019a),
- and others: ROLE (Liu et al. 2018c), QSPN (Xu et al. 2019), SM-RL (Wang, Huang, and Wang 2019), SLTA (Jiang et al. 2019), ABLR (Yuan, Mei, and Zhu 2019), SAP (Chen and Jiang 2019), TripNet (Hahn et al. 2019) and MCF (Wu and Han 2018).

The results are summarized in Table 1–3.

The results show that 2D-TAN performs among the best in various scenarios on all three benchmark datasets across different criteria. In all cases, 2D-TAN ranks the first or the second. It is worth noting that on TACoS dataset (see Table 3), our 2D-TAN surpasses the state-of-the-arts, i.e. ACL-K and TGN, by more than 5 points and 14 points in term of $\text{Rank1@0.5}$ and $\text{Rank5@0.5}$, respectively. Moreover, on the large-scale ActivityNet Captions dataset, 2D-TAN also outperforms the top ranked method CMIN with respect to
IoU@0.5 and 0.7. It validates that 2D-TAN is able to localize the moment boundary more precisely.

In more details, by comparing 2D-TAN with other related methods, we obtain several observations. First, we compare 2D-TAN with previous sliding window based methods: MCN, CTRL, ACRN, ACL-K and VAL. From the results in Table 1–3, we observe that our 2D-TAN achieves superior results than sliding window methods. The reason is that independently matching the sentence with moment candidates ignores the temporal dependencies, and cannot distinguish the small differences between overlapped moments. Differently, our proposed 2-D-TAN models the dependencies between moment candidates by a 2D temporal map, and enables the network to perceive more context information from the adjacent moment candidates. Hence, it gains large improvements compared to sliding window based methods.

Moreover, we compare our approach with RNN-based methods, i.e. TGN and CMIN. Due to the involvement of context information during prediction, the RNN-based approaches perform better than the sliding window approaches, however, inferior to our proposed 2-D-TAN method. RNN-based approaches implicitly update the context information through a recurrent memory module, while our 2D-TAN explicitly exploits the context information via a 2D temporal map. It further verifies the effectiveness of our model in high quality moment localization.

Last, we compare our method with graph convolutional network (GCN) based method MAN (Zhang et al. 2019a), which achieves the state-of-the-art on Charades-STA. It utilizes a GCN to model the relations between moment pairs. Differently, our 2D-TAN models the temporal dependencies through a 2D convolution network. From Table 1, we can see that 2D-TAN performs better at higher IoU@0.7, while slightly inferior to MAN at lower IoU@0.5.

### Ablation Study

In this section, we evaluate the effects of different factors in our proposed 2D-TAN. The experiments are conducted on the ActivityNet Captions dataset, as shown in Table 4.

#### Number of Moment Candidates

The number of moment candidates is a vital factor in moment localization models. We first tune this factor in our 2D-TAN approach, and show the results in Table 4 (Row 1–3). We observe that increasing N from 16 to 64 brings improvements (57.79 v.s. 59.66 v.s. 60.18 in Rank5@0.7). This observation is also consistent with the theoretical upper bound, as listed in Table 4 (Row 1–3). Here, the upper bound represents the performance of an ideal model that can provide a correct prediction on all the sampled video clips. The upper bound is smaller than 100% since that the sampling of video clips introduces errors.

Furthermore, we compare the number of moment candidates with the previous state-of-the-art method CMIN. Row 16 in Table 4 shows that CMIN uses 1400 (N=200) moment candidates, while our proposed 2D-TAN achieves superior performance at higher IoU@0.7, while slightly inferior to MAN at lower IoU@0.5.
candidates. However, our 2D-TAN only uses 136 (N=16) candidates, and achieves comparable results to CMIN (Row 4 v.s 16). Moreover, with larger number of moment candidates (N=64) and stacked convolution layers for moment representations, the performance of our method can be further boosted, as listed in Row 14. Noted that the number of moment candidates in Row 14 is 1200, which is still smaller than the ones used in CMIN. This comparison validates that our 2D-TAN gains improvement from the context modeling, rather than the dense sampling of moment candidates.

**Receptive Field Size.** We vary the depth and kernel size of convolution layers in our 2D-TAN to study the impact of receptive field size. The results in terms of different kernel sizes and layer depths are reported in Table 4 Row 7 – 9. We observe that the performance increase significantly as the receptive field enlarges. However, it becomes saturated when it is large enough, as listed in Row 6. Moreover, if the receptive field size is fixed, changing the depth of layers and kernel sizes has limited impacts on final performance, as shown in Row 11-13. This verifies the importance of receptive field size in our 2D-TAN model. Large receptive field is able to model temporal dependencies, resulting in performance improvements. If we set the kernel size to 1 (Row 7), the 2D-TAN model is equivalent to treat each moment independently. In this case, it achieves similar performance with CTRL method (Row 15), which also treats each moment individually. This phenomenon further proves our hypothesis that modeling the moment candidates as a whole enables the network to distinguish similar moments.

**Sparse Sampling v.s. Enumeration.** We further compare the effectiveness of our sparse sampling strategy with the dense enumeration for moment candidate selection. The results are reported in Table 4 (Row 10-11). It is observed that these two strategies achieve similar performance. The underlying reason is that the designed sparse sampling removes nearly 50% redundant moment candidates. Thus, it reduces the computation cost without performance decrease.

**Stacked Convolution v.s. Max-Pooling.** Stacked convolution and pooling have been applied for extracting moment features in previous works (Hendricks et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2019a). We compare their performance on three datasets, as shown in Table 1-3 (2D-TAN: Pool v.s. Conv). It is observed that stacked convolution (Conv) performs better than max-pooling (Pool) on ActivityNet Captions, while comparable on Charades-STA and TACoS. We recommend to adopt the max-pooling operation, since it is fast in calculation, while does not contain any parameters.

### Conclusion

In this paper, we study the problem of moment localization with natural language, and propose a novel 2D Temporal Adjacent Networks (2D-TAN) method. The core idea is to retrieve a moment on a two-dimensional temporal map, which considers adjacent moment candidates as the temporal context. 2D-TAN is capable of encoding adjacent temporal relation, while learning discriminative feature for matching video moments with referring expressions. Our model is simple in design and achieves competitive performance in comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on three benchmark datasets. In the future, we would like to extend our model to other temporal localization tasks, such as temporal action localization, video re-localization, etc.
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